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Afte r a massive  star e xp lo d e s, it se nd s o ut a p o we rful
wave  o f e ne rg y and  matte r. In 2002, the  Hub b le  Sp ace
Te le sco p e  cap ture d  this  imag e  o f a sup e rno va sho ck
wave  mo ving  fro m le ft to  rig ht thro ug h sp ace . Cre d it:

Hub b le  He ritag e  Te am (STScI/AURA), W. Blair (JHU) and
D. Malin (David  Malin Imag e s), NASA

Me e t Cassio p e ia A, a sup e rno va re mnant fro m a star that
e xp lo d e d  ab o ut 300 ye ars ag o . The  sho ck wave  o f this
sup e rno va sho ws up  as the  o ute r g re e n e d g e  in this

p icture , take n b y the  Chand ra X-Ray Ob se rvato ry. Cre d it:
Oak Rid g e  Natio nal Lab o rato ry

A shock to the solar system

By Stephen Ornes / November 30, 2011

No one was around when the solar system f ormed, but
some scientists say it began with a blast. And they mean
a big one: A nearby supernova, or explosion of  a giant
star, may have provided the oomph that jump-started the
f ormation of  the sun and planets.

Scientists suspect that more than 4.5 billion years ago,
our swath of  space had no sun, no asteroids, no planets, and no arguments about Pluto. Were you to go back
in time, you’d instead f ind a large cloud of  cold gas and dust. Obviously, it didn’t stay that way. Something
happened, causing particles to clump together into one big star and lots of  smaller rocks.

That something might have been a star that exploded about 15 light-years away, say astrophysicists with a
new idea about how the solar system f ormed. Astrophysicists study stars and other objects in space to learn
what they’re made of  and how the bodies f orm. In this case, scientists used a computer model to test the idea
that a nearby supernova triggered the cloud to turn into a star and planets.

Matthias Gritschneder, an astrophysicist at the University of  Calif ornia, Santa Cruz, told Science News that the
exploding-star idea provides a tidy solution to the mystery of  the solar system’s origin. “With the supernova,
you have one triggering event, and you don’t have to invoke a complicated chain of  events,” he said.

A supernova sends a wave of  energy, called a shock wave, racing through space f aster than 6,000 miles per
second. It sweeps up what’s lef t of  the star ’s mass and blows it away. This shock wave dif f ers f rom a gently
rolling water wave; it ’s more like a tsunami, a giant wall of  energy and matter that pummels anything in its way.
In the computer model by Gritschneder and his colleagues, the energy f rom a shock wave could have started
collapsing the cold cloud of  dust and gas.

Gritschneder isn’t the only one thinking about exploding
stars. Astrophysicist Alan Boss, f rom the Carnegie
Institution f or Science in Washington, D.C., also has
shown how a supernova’s shock wave might have f ormed
the solar system. He took a dif f erent approach than
Gritschneder but reached the same conclusion.

“The basic results are the same f or both of  us, which is a relief ,” Boss told Science News. On November 8,
Boss talked about his work with other scientists at a meeting in Kauai, Hawaii.

Scientists gain conf idence in radical ideas when dif f erent approaches produce the same answer. Fred Ciesla,
an astrophysicist at the University of  Chicago, told Science News that even though many questions remain, the
supernova idea is a good one. And it might help scientists understand how other worlds f ormed f ar beyond our
solar system.

“Work like this says something about how stars and planets f ormed, and whether it ’s consistent with the data
we have,” Ciesla says. “Once we’ve been able to accumulate enough inf ormation, we can start to speculate
about how f requently this works in other places in the galaxy.”
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POWER WORDS (adapted f rom the New Oxf ord American Dictionary)

solar system The eight major planets and their moons in orbit around the sun, together with smaller bodies in
the f orm of  dwarf  planets, asteroids, meteoroids and comets.

supernova A massive star that suddenly increases greatly in brightness because of  a catastrophic explosion
that ejects most of  its mass.

galaxy A system of  millions or billions of  stars, together with gas and dust, held together by gravity.
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